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Do you know about Australia’s wild dog? The dingo is a strong 

wild dog that lives in Australia. Dingoes have been around for 

thousands of years. I don’t think that people should kill them because 

there are more domestic dog attacks then dingo attacks. 

 Dingoes live in Australia and Southern Asia. Their habitats are 

snowy mountains, forests, desserts, woodland, grasslands, and tropical 

regions. They live there because they have room to roam and there are 

not a lot of people. I think that people should mind their own business 

and leave the dingo alone. 

 Now we will talk about their looks. Dingoes have a pointed 

muzzle and pointed ears with a long bushy tail. Their color is 

determined by where they live. Their hair is between short and long. 

The color of their hair is black, white, or red. I think they are very pretty 

dogs. 

  Do you know that dingoes eat kangaroos? They also eat 

lizards, rabbits, birds, rodents, fruits, and plants. I wouldn’t think that 

they would eat kangaroos or lizards, but they do. 

 We will talk about the dingo puppies. One litter consists of 1-10 

puppies. The sad part is only twenty five present of the puppies live. 

Dingo puppies can only live off their Mothers milk for two weeks. I 

think it’s sad that only twenty five present of the puppies live. 

  The dingo is the largest terrestrial predator in Australia. They are 

24 inches tall and they can live up to 13 years. Also they can’t bark they 

howl. They hunt in packs or alone. Dingoes were brought to Australia 

by the Seafarers and the Europeans. All the research I’ve done doesn’t 

say why they were brought too Australia. I think they might have 



brought them for hunting and controlling the rodent population. They 

are big dogs but not the biggest and they live a long time. 

 Dingoes should be left alone. Like I said before there probably 

wouldn’t be so many attacks if we left them alone. There are more 

domestic dog attacks then dingo attack. I think they should be left 

alone because they might become endangered if people keep killing 

them. 

 

 That’s all I have to tell you about dingoes  
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